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“The traditional plus the additional” is how
Zetsche sums up the Mercedes approach
to the future. Tony Lewin sounds out his
views on everything from premiumsegment profitability and low-carbon
technology to cars that drive themselves

Designing any exhaust system today is
a challenge – especially when it is for an
iconic sports car with a famous sound
signature. Jesse Crosse documents
how Ricardo software was used in the
development of the latest Porsche 911

The task of RQ is to highlight
the latest thinking in global
engineering and technology in the
transportation and clean energy
sectors and related industries.
We aim to achieve this by presenting an up-todate mix of news, profiles and interviews with top
business leaders, as well as in-depth features on
programmes – both from within Ricardo and other
leading companies.

Client confidentiality is of the utmost importance
to Ricardo, which means that we can only report
on a small fraction of the work carried out by the
company. So we are especially grateful to those
Ricardo customers who have kindly agreed to
co-operate with RQ and allow their programmes
to be highlighted in print: without such help from
customers it would not be possible to present such
a fascinating insight into the development of new
products, technologies and innovations.
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Industry News

INDUSTRY NEWS

The latest in technology, innovation and sustainability across world industries

Passenger Cars

Lighter, cleaner Golf
shows the way forward
More than 100 kg lighter, yet roomier,
safer, more efficient and cheaper to
manufacture than its predecessor,
the just-released seventh-generation
Volkswagen Golf is a clear template
for the next generation of C-segment
family cars. The base model weighs
just 1050 kg, prompting VEW CEO
Martin Winterkorn to declare that the
weight spiral has now been halted.
Though evolutionary in its

appearance, the design is of major
industrial significance as it uses the VW
group’s much-discussed MQB modular
platform system, which enables alternative
drivetrains and chassis components
to slot straight in and which will allow
manufacturing in almost any plant.
A host of detailed mechanical changes
serve to reduce overall emissions by up
to 23 percent. Examples include a focus
on downsized 1.2 and 1.4 litre engines

and a new facility within the dual clutch
transmission to allow so-called sailing –
disconnecting the drive on a trailing throttle.
The downsizing trend is in full swing
with other automakers, too. Most
notable is Ford, which has extended the
availability of the 1.0-litre three cylinder
EcoBoost gasoline engine to the compact
Fiesta and also to the new C-D segment
Mondeo, where it is expected to deliver
CO2 emissions as low as 125 g/km.

Seventhgeneration Golf,
weighing just
1050 kg, claims to
have broken the
weight spiral

Clean Energy and Power Generation

Vertical axis turbine for offshore wind power
Interest is growing in a novel form of
offshore wind turbine able to store the
energy it generates and feed it ashore
when required. The SeaTwirl, developed by
Swedish inventor Daniel Ehrnberg, floats
on the surface and revolves around a
vertical axis. The only stationary part is the
generator, which can be anchored to the
seabed by cables.
The great advantage of the design, says
Ehrnberg, is that it stores energy by acting
as a flywheel: in this way, the SeaTwirl can

continue to generate current even after
the wind has stopped blowing. Further
advantages are simplicity, with no bearings
or gears to maintain, and in-built gyroscopic
stability thanks to its buoyancy and rotation.
Tests with a scale model have already
proved successful, and the University of
Gothenburg has invested in the programme
aiming to build a larger version standing 40
to 60 metres tall. The scalable final design
could produce 10 MW and stand as high as
210 m above the sea surface.
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Rail

Rail energy
and CO2
revealed

High-speed train travel in the European
Union generates seven times less CO2
per passenger kilometre than air travel,
while today’s trucks, despite energy
efficiency improvements, emit six times
as much CO2 per tonne km than rail
freight. Even regional trains score well
in relation to passenger cars, with just
over one third of the CO2 production.
The figures, produced by the
International Energy Agency in
conjunction with UIC, the international
railway association, paint a bright
picture of the contemporary rail
network – despite the slight modal shift
away from rail, especially for freight,
that occurred as a result of the 2008
financial crisis.
Railways improved their energy
efficiency between 1990 and 2009, the

latest year included in the just-published
study; 13 percent less energy is now
required per passenger km, and 19
percent less per tonne of freight per km.
Thirty percent of the electricity used in
Europe’s railways comes from renewable
sources, and rail sector CO2 emissions
declined by one third between 1990
and 2009 – passenger-specific CO2 by
20 percent and freight by 38 percent,
already reaching its 2020 target.
Electrified lines now make up just
over half of Europe’s rail track network,
with overall mileage stable since 1990.
Passenger traction is 77 percent
electric, a slight rise on the 2005 figure,
while freight shows a 2 percent fall to
83 percent. In terms of specific energy
consumption, regional and inter-city
electric trains consume around one
third of the energy of the equivalent
diesel per passenger km; while the
Scandinavian countries use 100
percent renewably sourced electricity
for their trains and France’s are largely
nuclear in origin. Gas and coal figure
strongly in the energy mix of many
Eastern European networks.

Commercial Vehicle

Volvo redefines the truck

NEWS IN BRIEF

Highlighting the latest thinking in automotive
engineering and technology worldwide

Air conditioning for stop-start

Denso has developed an air conditioning cold storage
evaporator designed to keep car occupants cool while
the engine stops at traffic lights or in a queue. The special
insulator is located in the heat exchanging area and stores
cold energy quickly, releasing it slowly to keep the cabin
cool while the engine is stopped.

Bombardier’s Russian tram deal

In one of the biggest deals in Russian transport,
Bombardier of Canada and UVZ of Russia will jointly
develop and build trams for Russia and surrounding states.
The consortium hopes later to produce trains specially
designed for the expanding Moscow metro network.

Aero trucks will save fuel

The European Union is set to introduce amended
legislation allowing trucks to be fitted with aerodynamic
devices that could cut the fuel consumption and emissions
of long-distance operators by up to 8 percent. Among the
measures allowed are so-called boat tails, of no more than
50 cm, to improve airflow around the rear and reduce drag.

Inflatable seatbelts improve safety

Soon after the announcement that an upcoming luxury
class Mercedes-Benz model is to feature Beltbag
seatbelts to improve rear-seat safety, Ford unveiled the
2013 Mondeo, also with inflatable seatbelts in the rear.
In an impact, the multi-layered belt is inflated by a gas
generator to three times its normal width, with the larger
surface area distributing the force more evenly over the
occupant’s body.

Subsidy hikes boost EV sales

World number-two truckmaker Volvo
has raised the game in the heavy
duty sector with its new FH series,
introducing new concepts such as a
dual clutch automatic transmission,
independent front suspension and
I-See, a technology which anticipates
hilly terrain ahead to reduce fuel
consumption by up to 10 percent.
A range of Euro-6 compliant engines
with up to 750 hp and 3550 Nm torque
will power the new models, with the
I-Torque system maximizing torque
at low rpm. The engine is at its most
efficient between 900 and 1200 rev/
min, says Volvo, with less noise and
lower frictional losses. The I-Shift
2 dual clutch gearbox, the first in

the heavy duty sector, shifts ratios
automatically and without torque
interruption to keep the engine in its
most efficient operating zone.
Two further world firsts are
independent front suspension and
rack and pinion steering, allowing a
smoother ride, more precise handling
and roll stability up to 50 percent
better than that of the outgoing
generation. To overcome the anxiety
of many operators about the durability
of independent suspension systems,
the FH will be fitted with telemetry
to allow service departments to
remotely monitor wear rates of key
components. The new FH range goes
on sale in 2013.

Following the French government’s increase in the
incentive payments for EVs from €5000 to €7000 and
a doubling of the hybrid car subsidy to €4000, Peugeot
recorded a tripling in demand for its 3008 HYbrid4, 508
RXH and 508 Berline HYbri4 diesel hybrids in August. The
new 208 became the country’s top seller in the same
month, with a 6.4 percent market share.

Lighter Honda bikes cut consumption

New commuter bikes from Honda, assembled in Italy,
incorporate idle stop and low friction technologies to
reduce CO2 emissions. The new SH125i and SH150i
scooters incorporate lighter frames and 16-inch wheels
and achieve 47 and 44 km/litre respectively.

Focus claims world top spot

Citing research company IHS Automotive, Ford claims
its Focus outsold every other car nameplate in the world
during the first six months of this year. More than 489,000
Focus units found homes during the period, compared
with 462,000 Toyota Corollas, the Focus’s major
competitor and the only other car included in this study.
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High Performance Vehicles & Motorsport

New Le Mans rules favour innovation
Regulations drawn up for the 2014 Le Mans 24-hours and the associated
Le Mans series place the emphasis on engineering freedom and fuel
efficiency. Yet, say the organisers, costs will be kept in check, the
motorsport spectacle will not suffer and performance will not be reduced.
In particular, KERS energy-recovery systems will be allowed to harvest
and redeploy much more energy than has been the case to date, and
engine capacity will be unrestricted for manufacturer teams, though
limited to 5.5 litres to reduce costs for private entrants. Higher turbo
boost pressures – up to 4 bar – will be permitted, with power outputs of
the cars being controlled by fuel flow meters rather than air restrictors,
thus freeing up intake system design.
Diesel and gasoline will have to be E20 biofuel, and hydrogen and

Nürburgring record for midget racer
Determined to prove the performance of its new 1.0-litre three cylinder EcoBoost
gasoline engine, Ford engineers fitted one to a roadgoing version of a Formula
Ford single-seater racing car. The resulting vehicle hits 100 km/h in under
4 seconds, reaches over 255 km/h and has lapped the famous Nürburgring in 7
minutes 22 seconds – the eleventh-ever fastest time and quicker than a long list
of exotic supercars with 600 hp or more.

Clean Energy and Power Generation

Carbon capture kicks off
Shell has attracted state-level funding for its planned carbon capture
and storage (CCS) facility in Alberta, Canada. The $1.35 bn project, due to
begin operation in 2015, will be one of the world’s largest and is designed
to offset some of the carbon emitted by the company’s oil sands mining
activities at Athabasca in the province.
Green groups maintain that mining oil sands is more carbon intensive
than conventional oil extraction as the process involves heating the oilbearing sand and soil in water.
Shell UK chairman Graham van’t Hoff conceded as much when he told
the Financial Times that the CCS project would help move the carbon
emissions of the Athabasca activities towards the average carbon
emissions of Shell’s operations. Van’t Hoff described the CCS project as a
showcase for commercial scale CCS technology worldwide.
In a recent study the Massachusetts Institute of Technology concluded
that schemes to extract CO2 directly from the air would not be costeffective. In a scenario where most of the world’s governments have not
enacted greenhouse gas emissions restrictions, said the Institute, it
would make more sense to block CO2 emissions at the source, such as at
the power stations that burn fossil fuels.
The MIT team calculated that direct air capture of CO2 would cost more
than $1000 per tonne of CO2 avoided, compared with $50 to $100 for
current powerplant scrubbers.

electricity will also be permitted. Energy recovery systems, free in their
design and limited to two per car, can store up to 8 MJ per lap; a sliding
scale allocates between 4.8 and 4.42 litres of gasoline (or 3.93 to 3.56
litres of diesel) per lap for hybrid competitors, depending on how much
KERS capacity is included. Non-hybrid cars are allowed 4.95 litres of
gasoline or 3.99 of diesel per lap, and fuel tanks are restricted to 64.4
litres of gasoline or 53.3 of diesel.
Overall, calculate the organisers, the changes will reduce fuel
consumption by up to 32 percent. Mazda, which won Le Mans with a
rotary-engined car in 1991, has announced it will offer racing versions of
its new SkyActiv-D clean diesel engine to teams competing in the 2013
race. The engines will use the stock production block, says the company.
Passenger Cars

Future emissions rules
mapped out
With President Obama confirming plans to adopt tough new rules for
2025 that demand a near doubling of vehicle fuel efficiency, the medium
term emissions landscape for North America has finally been mapped
out, putting an end to many years of uncertainty.
In Europe, too, legislators are expected to confirm the 2020 corporate
fleet average CO2 requirement of 95 g/km for cars and 147 g/km for vans,
and are committed to propose new standards for passenger cars for
2025 and 2030. Green groups have protested that the 95 g for 2020 is
inadequate as many cars are already available that undercut that value.
While overall CO2 emissions in the EU have fallen, road emissions went up
26 percent between 1990 and 2009, fuelling pressure for more stringent
targets for 2020 and beyond. The likely target for 2025 is 60 g/km, say
industry observers, and would force the adoption of more hybrids and EVs.
The North American 2025 car limit of 54.5 mpg is marginally tougher
than the EU’s 95 g in 2020 but has been criticised by automakers such
as Volkswagen for unfairly penalising cars in relation to heavier and
thirstier light trucks.

Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV

Mitsubishi has presented the world’s first plug-in hybrid SUV. Due on
sale early in 2013, the Outlander PHEV uses an EV drivetrain derived
from that in the i-MIEV, linked to a gasoline engine. The vehicle’s
architecture allows it to run in EV mode or either series or parallel
hybrid modes, with a claimed consumption on the Japanese
cycle of 1.64 lit/100 km, equating to CO2 emissions of 39 g/km
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Passenger Cars

Range Rover
loses 420 kg
Though still aimed unashamedly at elite customers, the
fourth-generation Range Rover is substantially lighter and
more efficient than the outgoing model launched in 2001.
All-aluminium construction has reduced the weight of the
body in white by 39 percent, helping cut overall weight by up
to 420 kg. The reduced mass has enabled the fitment of a
smaller V6 diesel engine, 22 percent more economical than the
previous model’s V8 at 196 g/km CO2. In 2013 a diesel hybrid
will be offered, with targeted emissions of 169 g/km: this is
significantly better than the rival BMW X5 but still some way
short of the 145 g/km gasoline fuelled Lexus RX450h hybrid.

Marine

Ship rules tighten
With the establishment of several Emission Control Areas
(ECA) most of the world’s shipping operators will have to
switch to bunker fuels with lower sulphur content. The Baltic
and the North Sea are already ECAs, and in August all waters
within 200 miles (320 km) of the North American continent
took on ECA status.
Now, ships entering North American waters must run on fuel
containing less than 1 percent sulphur; after 2015 this limit
will drop to 0.1 percent. Though the limit outside ECAs is 3.5
percent, this drops to 0.5 percent globally in 2020.
The stricter sulphur limits will also impact on marine
cylinder lubricants, with operators having to switch to
lubricants with lower base numbers.
Lloyds Register estimates that by 2015 some 90 percent of
the world’s shipping will pass through Emission Control Areas.

Robot enters the garden
Honda has taken its robot technology,
made famous by Asimo, and adapted it for
the garden. Thanks to its entirely robotic
operation, the new Miimo keeps lawns
trim and tidy with no need for human
supervision, adjusting cutting height
and speed to suit the terrain and the
type of grass. A built-in fan draws the grass up
towards the blade for a smoother cut, and the
machine automatically returns to its docking
station when its lithium ion battery begins
to run low.

VIEWPOINT

Road relevance is key if motorsport
is serious about sustainability

Steve Sapsford – Ricardo global market sector director, motorsport
The motorsports industry has long
been implicitly linked to the marketing
of products to the consumer. The halo
effect of the glamour and spectacle
of the very top levels of motorsport
on footfall in the dealerships is neatly
summed up by the old Detroit adage
“race on Sunday, sell on Monday.”
But in the modern era is the mere
fact of corporate participation in
or sponsorship of performance
motorsport of any real relevance to
new car purchasers? And can the
industry really hold good to its claims
of acting as a test bed for fresh
innovations that improve the breed of
mass-market automotive products
when race vehicles and technologies
bare scant resemblance to the car on
the street? In practice the long-term
answer to both is clearly ‘no’, but
this is something that the industry
as a whole has been grappling with
for many years, due not least to the
spiralling costs of participation.
When the motorsports industry
focuses on issues of road relevance
that resonate with consumer
requirements, the results can be
incredibly successful. The initial
introduction of KERS in Formula 1
is a fine example; while the systems
deployed on the track were all
electrically based, the mere existence
of a new regulation and the vigorous
R&D effort that it spawned led to a
resurgence of serious commercial
interest in high-speed flywheel
technology. Few if anyone had taken
this type of mechanical hybridization
seriously before the FIA changed its
rules, yet today there are numerous
competing technologies vying for
commercial deployment on the roads
– and, in the case of Ricardo’s Kinergy
system, in buses and on the railway too.
Despite successes such as this it
could be argued that the FIA should
have stuck to its original plan in the
new engine that has been specified
as standard from the 2014 season.
In an environment in which even twoand three-cylinder engines are now
increasingly specified in mass-market
models, the proposal originally on the
table for a 1.6 litre, four-cylinder, direct

injected and turbocharged architecture
would have had rather more road
relevance than the V6 of the same
capacity that has since been adopted.
Things are not all bad, however, as the
move to fuel metering in both F1 and
the World Endurance Championship

The World Endurance
Championship
approach is
technology neutral
and more likely to
spur innovation
across a wide range
of areas
(WEC) may offer some very promising
opportunities for innovations in overall
energy management relevant to
consumer products.
While Formula 1 plans to restrict
the instantaneous fuel consumption
within the confines of a pre-determined
engine, WEC places no restriction
on engine technology but intends a
restriction on the litres consumed per
lap. With Formula 1 also expanding the
role of energy recovery systems, it is
quite possible that this will drive further
innovation in electrical hybridization.
Conversely the WEC approach – which
is technology neutral with regard to
the engine – is more likely to spur fuel
economy innovation across a wide range
of areas with potential relevance to road
as well as track.
With participation costs increasing
and with sponsorship routes drying up,
motorsport in my view needs to take
further strides to align its capacity for
innovation and competition with the needs
of the motor industry. The new approach
to energy recovery and fuel metering
are a good start that builds on previous
successes, but we could and should do
more. If we are successful, the result
will be a competitive and entertaining
sport that is both commercially and
environmentally sustainable.
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The traditional plus the additional
A senior figure in Mercedes-Benz for two decades before becoming chairman in 2006,
Dieter Zetsche commands an unmatched R&D budget and is a passionate believer in
the power of engineering to make premium cars clean, safe and socially acceptable.
Tony Lewin sounds out his views on profitability, CO2 reduction, future
technologies and the battle for premium market supremacy

You have committed Mercedes-Benz to regaining its
leadership in the premium market by 2020 at the latest.
Which brands do you include in your definition of premium?
In most of the markets we’re basically down to the common
three: Mercedes-Benz, BMW and Audi – without its sub
brands.
How do you define leadership? The highest sales figures?
For quite some time we said leadership means striving to be
the most admired brand, to have the best profitability, and
to have leadership in innovation and product. We tried to tell
ourselves that this excluded sales; but ultimately, when you
have the best products this should become the opinion of
customers, too, so it should lead to sales volume leadership
as well. Therefore we made it part of our leadership claim.
How important is China to your expansion plans, and is it
not rather a volatile market to be relying on?
Looking back over the last 15 years, China has been the least

volatile market: of course you can’t forecast the future by
putting a ruler on the past, but China was able to go through
the Asian crisis and then the financial crisis with very solid
growth and pretty good balance between sufficient growth
to create jobs but not too much to allow overheating. This
doesn’t give you an insurance policy that it will continue that
way, but among all the question marks about the future
developments in this world I would see China as a smaller
one. The more likely scenario is that throughout this decade
we will continue to see growth in China, and in any case it is
true that to be in the top position globally you have to be in or
near the top position in China.
How profitable is your trucks business, and are emerging
markets as big an opportunity as they are with passenger
cars?
The commercial vehicle business is a cyclical business
and will remain a growth industry in spite of the temporary
market fluctuations. The emerging markets in particular,
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“The more likely scenario is that throughout
this decade we will continue to see growth
in China, and in any case it is true that to be
in the top position globally you have to be in
or near the top position in China”

will see a rapid rise in sales, and these countries are also
experiencing a clear trend toward higher-quality trucks – the
modern domestic segment. This segment is growing faster
than any other. Nonetheless, the most profit will continue to
be generated in Europe, North America, and South America,
the mature commercial vehicles markets. This means that
only companies with a global reach like our company will be
successful in the commercial vehicle business over the long
term.
Mercedes-Benz has a fleet average CO2 emissions figure
that’s about 15 grams behind that of BMW. When do you
expect to achieve parity?
In Europe we are currently around 150, and BMW is around
140. This year we will get close to 140, so we’re talking about
just a small gap. Actually when you go into the vehicle-byvehicle comparisons there are already a number of models
where we have the lead. So we’re convinced that we will close
the gap soon.

RQ_03_12.indd 9

How will you achieve this?
With a lot of innovation
and technology. We’re all
going for an increase of
efficiency. For example with
incremental content, like
the comprehensive rollout of
start-stop and the latest diesel
and gasoline technology, and
of course we will see some
downsizing with turbocharging.
But also with less weight
and leading aerodynamic
technologies – in which, by
the way, we are benchmark in
virtually all segments. Since
everybody is working on these
topics it will ultimately lead
to similar results, but with
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What is premium?

In his 36 years at the three-pointed star Dr Dieter Zetsche has seen
many other carmakers that could have become competitors to
Mercedes-Benz: Cadillac, Lincoln, Saab and others. Since his switch
from commercial vehicles to passenger cars in the early 1990s only
one brand – Lexus – has emerged as a global competitor to the three
German premium marques: it is only in a very limited number of cases
that a premium customer considers anything other than Mercedes,
BMW and Audi. Is this about to change?
The barriers to entry are very high, says Zetsche. “As far as new
entrants are concerned, history and heritage are key to the segment.
So it will take a long time before we see more competition in the
premium segment.”
Is it possible to be premium but not European? Again, Zetsche
emphasises the importance of brand heritage: “You can’t build this
retrospectively. Our cars have a strong personality compared with
Lexus, for instance, even though a Lexus gives a good result when you
simply measure it.”
He would be poorly advised, he says, if he did not also consider
Jaguar a significant brand, despite its smaller size. Mercedes-Benz is
giving support to Nissan’s premium brand, Infiniti, through the supply
of engines, but Zetsche is not concerned that the Japanese company
is hoping to piggy-back on the reputation of Mercedes-Benz. “Only a
limited number of our customers consider a Japanese brand, and our
research shows that it is potential Lexus buyers that cross-shop with
Mercedes-Benz, while with Infiniti it is against BMW.”
Emerging markets, with their wealthy elites eager to show off
their success, are becoming increasingly important in the premium
car business. In China, says Zetsche, there is a strong mix of larger
Mercedes-Benz cars that is now moving downwards, whereas in
Russia the extremely high mix shows no signs of moving down. India is
still at a lower level, with less of a desire to flaunt status.

diminishing CO2 emission differences between large and
small cars.
You are being squeezed in two ways, being forced to add
cost to your larger, more profitable cars but increasing the
volume of smaller and less profitable cars in your mix. How
do you resolve this?
We have to ensure that these smaller cars are more
profitable than they used to be – though naturally not as

profitable as an S-Class, for instance – as well as strive for
significantly higher volumes – which will certainly be the case
with our new compact car family. Additionally its production
mix between Rastatt and Kecskemét allows for lower than
average labour costs. Besides that our compact range is a
very efficient design - with a high percentage of similar parts
between the various models - and a very competitive overall
package that allows for some price premium. And when you
put all of that together, we are convinced that we will have
top profitability in that segment vis-à-vis the competition
and a clear improvement over the previous A- and B-Class.
We don’t usually give sales volume predictions but three
additional models as well as the additional production sites
should give a rather clear picture of our growth ambitions.
What are your key technologies going forward?
At the highest level we are following our road to emissionfree driving and accident-free driving. We have three main
strategic thrusts in the Daimler company: emerging markets,
being green, and being digitalised. The latter is about the
workplace, customer relations, additional mobility concepts
like car2go and it’s about the car itself: the connectivity
between the customer and their car and the connectivity
between cars. These are the areas where we are focusing our
resources.
Are gasoline and diesel still converging? Do you expect to
be producing fewer diesels and more gasoline engines?
The lower the overall level of consumption, the less in
absolute terms is the advantage of a diesel engine compared
with a gasoline one. At the lower end the incremental cost
of diesel is so prohibitive and the absolute differences in
fuel consumption are so minimal that in the B-segment the
diesel shares are declining. A few years back we developed
a package of about six technological components which
together built a concept we called the DiesOtto engine.
Five of these components have been introduced or are
about to be introduced [into production engines]: the sixth
component, still missing, is a major mechanical change to
give variable compression. This is an area where you have to
make a major investment in your plant and you can basically
only do it with a new engine, so that’s the one we have not
introduced so far, but we have ideas of when and how to do
it. This element will not have such a major impact any more
as it was part of a total package and the other elements are
already helping us get these very high fuel efficiencies. The
limits on CO2 are so demanding, especially for premium car
manufacturers, that we have to do it all. There was a time
when we asked ourselves whether a hybrid was better than
a diesel – now we have diesel hybrids. So we cannot afford to
forget about diesel: it still has a major impact on our overall
fleet average CO2.
Gasoline is increasing, diesel is reducing – and so is the
number of cylinders. Will there ever be a three-cylinder
Mercedes-Benz?
We are betting more on four cylinders.
Bill Ford has outlined a timescale for the autonomous car.
What are your views on this?
Technologically, it’s not a big deal. On our proving grounds
we’ve got cars with accident prevention systems running
autonomously. There are two major things that I see as being
constraints: firstly, the legal side – if you prevent 99 out of a
hundred accidents that would have happened if the driver was
in control, you get into trouble for the one that does happen.
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Zetsche, with
wide experience
in premium cars,
trucks and the
Americas, accepts
that MercedesBenz must expand
with profitable
volume models
such as the new
A-Class (below)

And secondly, our general philosophy is that we want to keep
the driver in control. We want to build a safety net around the
driver so that if he makes a wrong decision he doesn’t have to
pay the price. This does not rule out automated systems for
stop-and-go traffic, for instance, but generally we want the
driver in control. We want to use our leading edge technology
for accident-free and comfortable driving.
Do people actually want autonomous cars?
Giving you a break in dense traffic is, I think, something that
people will want. But I don’t think the vast majority would
want to get into their car and simply press “office” to be
taken there.
What about convoy driving on motorways?
That’s something that we thought would have happened much
earlier with trucks. You have a major aerodynamic advantage,
but there’s always the argument that traffic becomes more
dangerous when you can’t slot in between vehicles.
The new A-Class has lost the radical edge of the original and
has joined the mainstream. Can we still trust in the idea of a
Mercedes-Benz as an engineer’s car?
Yes, definitely. You will never be able to revolutionise every

part of the car every day, but on the other hand we are in a
transformation in our industry that is more significant than
ever before. I’m convinced that there will always be room for
premium manufacturers in general and for Mercedes-Benz
in particular to set itself apart from the field.
Dr Dieter Zetsche
From 2006 Chairman of Daimler AG and head of Mercedes-Benz
Cars division
2005
Member of the Board of Management, Mercedes
Car Group, DaimlerChrysler AG
2000
President of Chrysler Group, DaimlerChrysler
1999
Member of the Board of Management, Commercial
Vehicles Division, DaimlerChrysler AG
1997
Member of the Board of Management, Sales
Division, Daimler-Benz AG
1992
Deputy Chief Engineer, Mercedes-Benz passenger
cars business unit
1991
President of Freightliner Corp, Portland, Oregon
1989
President of Mercedes-Benz Argentina
1987
Head development and chief engineer, MercedesBenz do Brazil
1986
Senior Manager, Chief Engineer, Cross-Country
Vehicle unit, Daimler-Benz AG
1984
Co-ordinator, Commercial Vehicle development
1976
Research Division, Daimler Benz AG
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HyBoost:
PASSENGER CAR

the win-win option

“We have pushed the engine up
to close to 160 horsepower and
about 280 Nm torque”
Jason King, Chief Engineer Gasoline
Engines and HyBoost , Ricardo
Radical downsizing and intelligent boosting and electrification combine to
give the Ricardo-led HyBoost programme’s Focus two-litre performance
and sub-100 g CO2 emissions from a low-cost one litre gasoline engine. Jörg
Christoffel and Tony Lewin report on a project with significant potential
The global pressure to improve fuel
economy is driving radical innovation in
engine technology. The next threshold
in Europe, for instance, is a fleet
average CO2 emission level of 130 g/
km, to be followed by an even tougher
95 g/km by 2020. The automotive
industry has made major progress on
conventional engines since 1998, and
two principal technology paths promise
further improvement: downsizing in
combination with turbocharging and
direct injection, and hybridization and
increasing electrification, ultimately
taken to the level of a vehicle with an
all-electric powertrain.
The downsized turbocharged diesel
engine is usually seen as the benchmark

for pure combustion engine efficiency,
while the full hybrid sets the standard for
alternative powertrain efficiency. However,
both technologies face cost and weight
limitations which have slowed down their
adoption in the world’s markets.
There is continued scope for
improvements in the efficiency of the
internal combustion engine but these are
increasingly radical and will significantly
increase cost and complexity. In view
of the high cost of the raw materials
required for electrified vehicles it makes
sense to find a new way of achieving full
hybrid efficiency at below-diesel cost
levels while also avoiding the weight
penalty of a large electric motor and
powerful battery.

The HyBoost research
project

The HyBoost project was initiated to
meet and, if possible, to exceed these
targets. The chosen technology path
was more aggressive downsizing
in combination with micro hybrid
functionality.
Vehicle, engine, and systems experts
from many organizations collaborated
within the HyBoost project, which
was sponsored by the UK Technology
Strategy Board. Led by Ricardo UK,
the project’s partners included Ford,
Controlled Power Technologies, Valeo,
the European Advanced Lead Acid
Battery Consortium (EALAB), and
Imperial College London.
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The project’s goal was to develop an
extremely efficient gasoline powertrain
delivering a CO2 emission level of under
100 g/km over the NEDC in a familysize vehicle. This was to be achieved
without noticeably impacting the
vehicle’s driveability in comparison with
the same model with a conventional,
naturally aspirated gasoline engine. In
order to maintain driveability, an electric
supercharger, and additional energy
capture and storage were
added to the powertrain.
The notional baseline
chosen as the benchmark for
driveability and comparator
for fuel economy was a
2009 Ford Focus with a
naturally aspirated 2.0
litre four-cylinder portinjected gasoline engine.
This engine produces 145
hp at 6000 rev/min and
185 Nm of torque at 4000 rev/
min, with CO2 emissions of 169 g/km
with the standard five-speed manual
transmission.

Downsized emissions

The HyBoost project car was based
on a standard 2011 Ford Focus, fitted
with an aggressively downsized Ford
Fox three-cylinder 1.0 litre turbo GDI
EcoBoost engine equipped with a fixedgeometry turbocharger. This engine was
modified during the HyBoost research
programme to achieve the ambitious
CO2 emission target.
“We have pushed the engine up to
close to 160 horsepower and about
280 Nm of torque,” says programme
leader Jason King. “But that was not

HyBoost engine
is based on the
three-cylinder Ford
Fox but uses an
electric supercharger
linked to the turbo
to provide good
transient response

Turbo compounding
The HyBoost team explored an additional avenue of
energy recovery during the programme with the fitting
of an exhaust-driven turbo generator downstream of
the turbocharger. This was examined on the test bed
only, where it gave promising results, delivering its
target 1 kW average output.
The current is fed back into the electrical system
and powers either the electric supercharger or the belt
starter generator, itself capable of adding up to 4 kW
of torque boost. “This can either be used to improve
performance or reduce consumption,” explains
Jason King. “This type of technology is sure to come
eventually, but right now it is still too expensive.”

for reasons of performance: it was to
get better fuel consumption from the
powertrain.”
This dramatic engine change, explains
King, is the result of four things: the
bigger turbo gives greater performance
but with lower pumping losses at part
load for improved fuel consumption; the
increased torque allows the engine to
be downspeeded, with very tall gearing
or a hybrid shift strategy; an advanced
water charge air cooler from Valeo helps
eliminate knock at the extreme engine
operating points; and a completely
revised air pack handles the inlet side,
also giving better engine volumetric
efficiency.
The considerably higher gear
and final drive ratios contribute a 4
percent improvement in drive cycle CO2
emissions, says King. However, despite
the engine’s superior steady-state
performance, poor transient response

would normally mean such a small
engine would not be considered as an
option for a C-segment car with such
high gear ratios. The solution devised
by King and his team is an ingenious
one: electrical torque assist through
the micro-hybrid system working in
parallel with an on-demand electric
supercharger (running on energy
harvested under previous vehicle
coasting and braking events) to bring
the engine’s turbo boost up to the
required level within a fraction of a
second.
“The job of the electric supercharger
in our application is to help bring the
transient, real-world torque curve
as close to the steady state torque
curve as possible,” explains King. “And
the electricity for the supercharger
comes for free under normal driving
conditions.”
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project with the EALABC supported by
testing at Sheffield University.

Advanced stop-start
strategy

The front end of the engine was adapted
to accommodate a belt startergenerator (BSG), which provides a stopstart function and makes the HyBoost
car a micro hybrid, capable of both
adding to and absorbing power from the
engine. The electric energy captured by
this generator during deceleration events
is stored in a 200 farad super-capacitor
unit using double-layer capacitor
technology. The electric supercharger
provides up to 0.6 bar of boost pressure
to the cold side of the turbocharger to
eliminate turbocharger lag at low exhaust
gas flow levels, and another change was
to fit a Valeo water charge air cooler
to bring down the intake temperature
and thus control knock, one of the main
downsides of high levels of boosting in
gasoline engines.
The engine achieves excellent brake
specific fuel consumption, says King,
under all operating conditions, without
the need to inject extra fuel to control
exhaust temperature.
The Valeo BSG can deliver 4 kW in
motoring and 6 kW in regeneration
mode, offering the capability for neutral
or “smart” charging to recapture electric
energy during coasting or braking.
Smart charging improved the vehicle
CO2 emission level in the drive cycle by
4 percent, say the team, and a further 4
percent through torque assist from the
BSG over the legislative European Drive
Cycle during vehicle acceleration.
In the HyBoost concept the recaptured
energy is fully stored in the ultracapacitors. This system works with a

floating voltage of between 18 and 27 V
and can even go down as low as 12 V if
necessary. Some of the stored energy
is fed back into the conventional 12 V
system via the DC/DC converter to ensure
that the standard vehicle system works
as normal. However, as King and his team
point out, this is unlikely to be a production
solution for some while: advanced lead
acid batteries with high-carbon anodes
will probably be more viable when
maintaining a traditional 12V network,
and lithium-ion for what appears to be
a coming 48V standard. A large parallel
study on the advanced lead acid batteries
was also undertaken on the HyBoost

The compact 1.0
litre engine is
dwarfed by intricate
induction plumbing
in the research
car’s prototype
installation

Torque curves of the
2.0-litre normally
aspirated baseline
engine and the
1.0-litre HyBoost
engine with and
without supercharger
function

Turbo and supercharging
synergies

With the electric supercharger reaching
its maximum speed in under 200 ms, the
graph below shows the potential fill-in it can
provide between 1000 and 2000 rev/min
engine speed and its effect on the torque
curve. By combining turbocharging and the
electric supercharger, the turbocharger
acts as a pressure ratio multiplier of
the supplied boost so the inlet manifold
pressure achievable is significantly higher
than either the turbocharger or electric

280
260
240
220
Torque (Nm)

Micro-hybrid architecture

The stop/start function was also
optimized by changing to an in-gear
strategy. In contrast to most current
stop/start functions the HyBoost engine
is not started until the driver selects a
gear and then actually lifts his or her foot
off the clutch. The same applies when the
car comes to a standstill: with in-gear
control the engine will be switched off as
soon as the speed reaches zero – even if
the gear is still selected.
In most stop/start systems the
engine restarts as soon as the
driver selects a gear. This happens
approximately 2 seconds before the
vehicle really needs to pull away and
thus leads to unnecessary engine idling.
As the BSG can start the engine quickly
and can also provide up to 4 kW torque
assist during pullaway, in-gear stop
start adds 1 percent extra fuel efficiency
benefit to the typical 4 percent benefit
of neutral stop/start.
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“This type of solution will probably
displace some conventional diesels, but
at the same time the technology is there
and is equally applicable to diesel”

STEP BY STEP CO2 CUTS

Five areas for potential further improvement have been identified: in total,
these changes could bring CO2 emissions as far down as 81 g/ km from the
baseline HyBoost system at 95g/km.
• Further improved control
• Increased compression ratio:
strategy: 1.5 percent.
1 percent
• Extra energy storage: 1.5 percent
• Vehicle changes (tyres, aero):
• Higher sixth gear: 1 percent
10 percent

180

-18%

CO2 over NEDC (g/km)

170
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-4%

-4%

-5%
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-2%

Adrian Greaney , Head of Engines
Product Group, Ricardo UK
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Further vehicle
modifications

Engine CR increase

Revised final drive

Improved energy
storage

Control strategy
refinement

Larger turbo

COP allowance

Friction stablised
engine/vehicler

BSG torque assist

In-gear Stop-Start

StARS 12+X smart
charging

6 speed Diesel
gearbox

1.0L 3 cylinder
downsized engine

MY2011 Ford Focus
1.6 EcoBoost

Baseline vehicle
MY2009 Focus 2.0L

70

Energy capture and storage

The intricacies of performance
Engineers use a variety of concepts to measure the specific performance of
an engine. One of the most useful of these is BMEP, or brake mean effective
pressure: it is a measure that is independent of cylinder capacity, so a small
engine can easily stand comparison with a larger and more exotic one.
The optimised HyBoost engine has been run at up to 35 bar BMEP and is
currently operating at 29 bar in the prototype Focus. By comparison, says
Jason King, a conventional non-turbo gasoline engine would be about 11.5
and a high-performance one up to 13; a boosted diesel could be around 19,
and only very high performance turbocharged gasoline engines such as the
McLaren V8, co-designed by Ricardo, can reach 25 or more.
Generally, only very complex and costly two-stage boosted units reach 30
bar BMEP, observes King, so in this context the 35 bar of the single-turbo
HyBoost is a doubly impressive achievement.

supercharger could provide alone. This
torque augmentation was not actually
applied in the HyBoost car due to gearbox
and driveline limitations, but shows the
potential of using the electric supercharger
for very high low-speed torque.
Typically the supercharger is used in
short bursts of one to three seconds
duration. Owing to the higher engine
power caused by the additional
compressor airflow, the turbocharger
rapidly receives a higher exhaust gas

airflow, which improves its own transient
response – meaning that supercharger
boost is no longer needed. Even at an
early point of development, load step
response measurements showed that
the time to turbocharger peak boost was
halved when the electric supercharger
ran for just two seconds. Engine dyno
results showed that the target transient
torque demand response time could be
reduced from around 3 seconds to 0.7
sec at 1500 rev/min.

As electric energy is in increasing
demand in modern vehicles, the use of an
additional electric device such as a 24 Volt
supercharger requires a suitable energy
management strategy. In the HyBoost
engine this electric energy is recaptured
by the starter-generator during braking.
As the resulting energy flow from the
generator is typically short but intense, a
compact pack of ultra-capacitors is used
for storage.
The ultra-capacitor unit can be placed
anywhere in the car; its shape can be
adapted within certain limits to make the
best use of available space. At only around
9 kg this economic capacitor pack offers
great cyclical robustness and can accept
high charging currents. Since the stored
energy is also needed in short bursts, ultracapacitors with their fast discharge rate
offer the ideal short-duration energy supply
required for the high-current operation of
the stop/start system and supercharging.
Yet though off-the-shelf ultracapacitor packs are already available, they
are only used on a handful of vehicles,
notably the Peugeot diesel hybrids. A
potentially more feasible near-term
solution is an advanced lead acid battery
which, at 2 MJ, has plenty of capacity; its
main drawback is its 36 kg mass.
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Outlook

The HyBoost engine and project car
demonstrate that gasoline engine
downsizing offers great potential for
low CO2 whilst maintaining excellent
driving characteristics if the problem
of turbocharger lag is addressed
through intelligent electrification. By
using a practical mix of either proven
or ready-for-implementation electric
components, a 50 percent gasoline
downsizing level can be achieved in a
C-segment car with the same vehicle
performance and driveability attributes
that the corresponding non-turbo engine
powertrain offers. In addition to this it
adds less than 20 kg of weight versus the
baseline 2.0 litre engine, which compares
extremely favourably with the significant
extra weight of a full hybrid car.
Indeed, says Jason King, the project
team has exceeded its 99 g/km CO2
target. “We have overachieved, showing
the potential to reach 90 grams with a
standard car, with no light-weighting,
aero modifications or change to Eco
tyres, as you’d see on a Toyota Prius for
example – and with an on-cost over the
base engine that’s below that of a diesel
and a quarter of that of a hybrid.”

HyBoost on the road

Prototype vehicle’s
trunk floor houses
DC/DC converter and
supercapacitor bank
(nearest camera),
plus instrumentation
module (in front of
fire extinguisher)

From the driver’s seat in the Focus HyBoost there is little to indicate that
the engine up front is so small: instead, there’s excellent flexibility around
town and quick response to the throttle at low engine speeds, just as with a
good diesel. At times, the supercharger can just be heard at work.
Where HyBoost differs dramatically from even the best diesels is when
the engine is opened up on faster roads: the rush of torque and power is
highly impressive and is maintained right through to the rev counter’s
red line. Under these conditions the powertrain is smooth, refined and
exhilarating, and the high gearing which makes for quiet cruising in no
way blunts top gear throttle response for quick overtaking or to maintain
speed on an upgrade. Again, it is hard to believe the engine is just a 1-litre
three-cylinder.
Where Ricardo’s Jason King concedes there is need for improvement
is in the choice of gear ratios. The legacy diesel unit fitted has wide gaps
between ratios: a more satisfactory solution might be to space the lower
gears more closely and run with an even taller overdrive sixth.
What is more, there is promise of still greater refinement. The prototype
engine is a very early example of Ford’s Fox unit, before the ingenious
offset flywheel had been developed. King is planning to install a later
engine to benefit from the extra smoothness and running refinement that
this flywheel brings.

At the end of the day the real beauty
of the HyBoost approach is that it brings
the benefit of electrification at a much
lower cost than a full hybrid, says Adrian
Greaney, head of the engines product
group at Ricardo. “This enables the use
of the aggressively downsized gasoline
engine. If you look at the fuel economy
relative to the performance and the cost,
it’s in quite a unique position. The fuel
consumption is approaching that of a
diesel, yet the overall system cost is less.”
“This highly effective combination of
engine and micro-hybrid technologies
is achievable at a cost that can be
justified for the mass market, not just
the premium end or niche hybrids” adds
Greaney by way of summary. “This type
of solution will probably displace some
conventional diesels, but at the same
time the technology is there and is
equally applicable to diesel.”
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Rare earth elements

Rare earth elements are used widely
throughout the industrial processing and
consumer goods industries. Comprising
a total of 17 elements drawn from the
lanthanide chemical group together
with yttrium and scandium, they are
used extensively in applications ranging
from vehicle catalytic converters, oil
refinery ‘cracking’ processes, and the flat
panel displays used on phones, laptops
and televisions, to x-ray machines
and lasers. They are also increasingly
important in defence where they are
used in jet engines, missile guidance
and countermeasures, and satellite
communications. In the automotive
industry too, a significant and growing
application is in low carbon vehicles,
where they are used in the permanent
magnet components of many
electrified powertrains, as well as many
rechargeable battery cell chemistry types.
Despite their name, rare earth elements
occur naturally within the earth’s crust and
are moderately abundant in comparison
with other precious metals used in

industrial processes; indeed some are
even more plentiful than copper, lead, gold
and platinum. This relative abundance
does not, however, translate into a ready
supply; geological deposits are far from
concentrated, rendering extraction and
refinement difficult and expensive, and
economically extractable concentrations
are less common than for most other ores.
The disposition of commercially
exploitable deposits is also far from even
around the globe, leading to political
and strategic industrial concerns at
the highest levels. According to a US
Congressional Research Service report
published in June 2012, while the US was
at one time self-sufficient in the supply
of rare earth elements, the country has
over the past 15 years become 100
percent dependent on imported supplies,
in particular from China, which itself
has become over the same period the
world’s dominant supplier. The increasing
geopolitical tensions over the supply
chain of such crucial raw materials
is apparent: in the announcement of

its March 2012 filing of a World Trade
Organization case against China the
Obama administration cited ‘unfair trade
practices in rare earths’.

Potential material supply stress
for low carbon powertrains
At this year’s the Vienna Motor
Symposium, a team from Ricardo
Germany presented an analysis of the risk
factors affecting raw material availability
for future automotive powertrains. In this
work the research team assessed the
supply side issues surrounding a range
of materials crucial for the increasing
roll-out of vehicle electrification,
including copper, aluminium, lithium,
platinum and palladium as well as rare
earth elements. In each case the team
evaluated current estimates of known
reserves, price volatility, recycling rates
and potential for substitution. Based
primarily upon a supply side analysis, this
study highlighted in particular the stress
on rare earth element supplies: “The
amounts of rare earth elements used for
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Rare earth elements

material
challenges
CLEAN ENERGY

The economic and geopolitical obstacles to the supply chain for rare
earth elements are leading the auto industry to actively explore new
concepts in electric powertrain design and recycling – as well as some
exciting new traction technologies. Anthony Smith reports

electro mobility applications will probably
be limited to a low kilogramme amount
and only stand for a low percentage
of total production costs,” explains Dr
David Gagliardi, product group leader for
hybrid and electric systems at Ricardo
Germany. “However, given the predicted
future supply deficit of materials like
neodymium, dysprosium and terbium,
future physical availability could become
a concern.”
The extent of this challenge is
illustrated by the fact that it has been
widely reported that the powertrain of
the world’s marketing-leading hybrid car
– the Toyota Prius – requires a total of in
excess of a kilogramme of neodymium in
its construction, while the car’s battery
pack uses approximately 10 kg of
lanthanum. With the rapidly expanding
renewable energy sector requiring
increasing numbers of permanent
magnet machines, the availability of
supply – and the market price – for
elements such as neodymium may be
increasingly difficult to predict.

“It will be important for automakers to
evaluate their supply chain, for example,
focusing on Tier 1 partners with long
term security of raw material,” continues
Gagliardi. “Beyond this, we will need to
focus efforts on reducing the dependency
of rare earth elements in electric and
hybrid vehicle powertrain design as
well as on new processes for end of life
recycling of these scarce resources.”
This is a view clearly shared by
Japanese automakers Honda and Toyota.
In collaboration with Japan Metals &
Chemicals Co. Ltd, Honda announced in
April the establishment of world’s first
mass-production recycling process to
extract rare earth metals from various
used parts in Honda products. The initial
focus of this process will be the extraction
of rare earth metals from used nickelmetal hydride batteries collected from
Honda hybrid vehicles at Honda dealers
inside and outside of Japan.
While Honda leads on recycling to
reduce its overall requirement for rare
earth elements, Toyota announced early

in 2012 its intention to focus efforts
on developing electric and hybrid cars
without any use of rare earth elements.
In what might be an early sign of this
future intent, the company unveiled its
new RAV4 EV model at the Los Angeles
Electric Vehicle Symposium in May; the
result of the Japanese automaker’s
collaboration with Tesla, this all-electric
SUV features a Li-ion battery pack and
powertrain based on an AC induction
motor free of rare earth element content.
While most current production hybrid and
electric vehicles use permanent magnet
machines, the use of an induction
motor – which creates its own magnetic
fields in its stator windings – is far
from a completely new innovation. The
powertrain of the first generation of GM’s
iconic EV1 model of the 1990s – arguably
the precursor of the current wave of
electric vehicle interest - was completely
free of rare earth elements, using an
induction motor in combination with a low
cost lead-acid battery pack (replaced in
the second generation with NiMH cells).
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Rare Earth Elements (Lanthanides): Selected End Uses
Light Rare Earths
(more abundant)

Major End Use

Heavy Rare Earth
(less abundant)

Major End Use

Lanthanum

Hybrid powertrains,
metal alloys

Terbium

Flat screen displays, permanent
magnets

Cerium

Automotive catalysts,
petroleum refining,
metal alloys

Dysprosium

Permanent magnets, hybrid
powertrains

Praseodymium

Magnets

Erbium

Flat screen displays

Neodymium

Automotive catalysts,
petroleum refining,
hard drives in laptops,
headphones, hybrid
powertrains

Yttrium

Red colour, fluorescent lamps,
ceramics, metal alloy agent

Samarium

Magnets

Holmium

Glass colouring, lasers

Europium

Red colour for television
and computer screens

Thulium

Medical x-ray units

Lutetium

Catalysts in petroleum refining

Ytterbium

Lasers, steel alloys

Gadolinium

Magnets

Source: DOI, U.S. Geological Survey, Circular 930-N, as cited in Rare Earth Elements: The Global Supply Chain, Congressional Research Service

The switched reluctance
machine

Ricardo and Jaguar
Land Rover are using
Cobham Technical
Services’ Opera
product in the
optimization of the
design process for
switched reluctance
motors (right)

Perhaps one of the most promising
technologies for rare earth element-free
automotive traction is the switched
reluctance machine. Currently the subject
of a UK Technology Strategy Board
supported project in collaboration with
Cobham Technical Services and Jaguar
Land Rover, Ricardo and its partners are
developing processes for the rapid design
and development of this potentially very
practical, compact and cost-effective
solution for electric automotive traction.
A switched reluctance motor has
wound field coils arranged around
diametrically opposite poles. The
rotor does not contain any permanent
magnets but is manufactured from high
permeability laminates arranged across
the diameter – in practice this can be
arranged solely across a single or multiple
diameters but these must be less than
the number of paired stator poles. As
each pair of stator poles is energised, the
closest diametric element of the rotor
will be attracted as part of a magnetic
circuit. By carefully designed closed-loop
control of each sequential pair of stator
poles based on the position of the rotor, a
torque is developed in the rotor shaft.
“The key advantage of this type of motor
is that neither the stator nor the rotor
requires the use of permanent magnetic
components and can thus be made without
any requirement for rare earth elements,”
explains Dr Andrew Atkins, chief engineer –
innovation for Ricardo.
Reluctance, in a magnetic circuit, is
analogous to resistance in an electrical

one. Permeability is then the measure
of how well a material ‘conducts’ the
magnetic flux. Iron’s permeability is many
thousands higher than air. Consequently
most of the flux is dropped across the air
gap between the coils and the iron core
of the machine. If the end of the coil is a
‘south pole’ then the end of the iron spur
of the rotor is a ‘north pole’ thus the two
are attracted and, if the rotor is free to
move, it will align, thereby reducing the
amount of flux in the gap and reducing
the amount of reluctance of the circuit.
By then energising another set of coils
to ones where the poles and the stator
are more misaligned, the reluctance is
increased and the process is repeated,
causing the rotor to run.
The reason that this comparatively

attractive technology has yet to find
favour in electric vehicle powertrains is
not least due to the complexity of the
design challenge – which is the focus of
the research project.
“The design of high-speed machines
is a complex, multi-physics problem,”
explains Atkins. “For example a rotor
doing say 40,000 rev/min could grow
significantly, causing the gap to shrink,
so changing the magnetic circuit –
and the gap may have to be bigger to
accommodate this growth. Currently,
there are a number of different software
tools for doing this but they are not linked,
which causes the process to be tortuous,
and thus expensive.
“Although electric machines have
been around for a very long time, we
are very much at the early stages of
development of electrified powertrain
systems and there is clearly a long way
to go in terms of the optimization of
different architectures. Key challenges
include reducing the cost and improving
the effectiveness of energy storage
(especially of batteries) and reducing the
volume of rare earth metals required.
This project very much addresses the
latter imperative: the key challenges will
be cost, power density and durability.”
So while politicians may strive to
secure the free and fair functioning of
international markets for increasingly
critical raw material rare earth element
resources, the popular portrayal of an
increasingly restricted supply chain is thus
possibly too negative a representation. By
applying original thought and developing
new and innovative solutions, automotive
engineers around the world – not least
those at at Ricardo – are focusing efforts
on the development of innovations that
will ensure that the usage per vehicle is
minimized or even eliminated; also on
the agenda are recycling options that
augment future supplies.
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music
HIGH PERFORMANCE VEHICLES

CLASSICAL

Designing any exhaust system today is a challenge, considering the role the exhaust
plays in emissions reduction and fuel efficiency. But, says Jesse Crosse, designing a
system for a legendary sports car which not only satisfies noise regulations but also
meets the emotional requirements of an iconic brand is tougher still

The new Porsche 911, codenamed type 991, is the seventh
in the famous Porsche dynasty dating back to 1963. Porsche
believes that owning a 911 is much more than a merely
practical experience, insisting that the emotional element to
ownership is a crucial part of the picture. If that sounds like
so much marketing hype, it is worth remembering that for
whatever reason people choose to buy a Porsche, the need to
acquire workaday transport is not uppermost in their minds.
Porsche takes this aspect of car ownership so seriously
that in the press material for the latest 991 it gives a scientific
description of emotion as “a psychophysiological process that
is triggered by a conscious or unconscious perception and
interpretation of an object or situation.” And, as any Porsche
owner would agree, one of the most important characteristics
for tapping into the driver’s emotions is the way the car sounds.

The sound of an icon

The basis of all 911s, the flat six engine, is a major benefit
when it comes to creating an appealing sound. This is what
Porsche calls the 911’s ‘voice’ and it is a distinctive one
with a low, rumbling, offbeat burble that has thrilled several
generations of car enthusiasts. Sound is a defining part of
the 911’s character, crucial to the brand and something that
makes successful design of the exhaust, which for most cars
is no more than a utility component, absolutely vital.
In terms of noise, the 911 is more complex than many cars,
simply because all of the sound – mechanical, exhaust note
and induction – emanates from the same place: the rear of the
car. The exhaust sound is closely related to power output and,
whereas induction noises are heard mainly inside the car, the
exhaust is heard both inside and out. It needs to be thrilling
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when the car is driven hard, yet unobtrusive when the driver
chooses a more leisurely approach.
Bernd Müller is one of the senior engineers in the Porsche
acoustics department charged with the difficult task of
meeting this diverse set of criteria. “Increasing the emotional
appeal of this car was, to a large extent, achieved through the
acoustics,” he confirms.
The fact that all of the sound emanates from the rear of
the car is something of a hindrance, its concentration having
an impact on the drive-by noise test. “We also had to provide
an optional sports exhaust system, but none of the exhaust
systems should have any annoying characteristics such as
low speed boom,” Müller continues. Any detrimental effect on
engine power or delivery was out of the question, especially
since in the standard 911 Carrera the engine capacity has
been reduced from 3.6 to 3.4 litres.

Standardizing on WAVE software

Porsche is one of a growing number of automakers to have
standardized on the use of Ricardo’s WAVE software for 1D
performance and gas dynamics simulation; the company’s
acoustics team therefore used the product to investigate
possible scenarios and to design the finished exhaust
systems.
No fewer than three different systems were needed – one
base system each for the 3.4 litre Carrera and the 3.8 litre
Carrera S engines, plus the optional Sports exhaust. Weight
reduction was vital too. Depending on specification, the new
991 model was designed to be between 30 kg and 45 kg
lighter than its outgoing 997 equivalent: this was achieved

in large measure by the use of a hybrid, steel-aluminium
construction. Adding unnecessary weight by introducing
non-essential components in the exhaust system would not
be acceptable in this programme. A further target was to
reduce exhaust back-pressure in order to increase specific
power output. This would be particularly important in the
case of the downsized 3.4 litre engine.
The package space was compact too, given that the
exhaust system of the 911 is effectively wrapped around
the engine and there is only a small area between the engine
itself and the rear and sides of the engine compartment.
WAVE was used to evaluate a number of different concepts
and to provide a simulation of the exhaust orifice noise
based on a position 25 cm behind it at an angle of 45
degrees to one side. Using WaveMesher, the Porsche
powertrain team modelled the entire engine, from the
air intake system down to the exhaust. Both the air
cleaner system and the exhaust silencer acoustics
were modelled using WaveBuild3D.
Despite the downsizing to 3.4 litres, the power of the
Carrera engine has increased from the 345 hp of the
3.6 litre unit to a new figure of 350 hp. Reducing back
pressure was crucial in order to achieve this and, to this
end, movable flaps were introduced into the 3.4 litre Sport
and both variants of the 3.8 litre exhaust system to support
the torque figures at low revs while providing free flow at
higher revs. It was important that the flap switch points were
not audible to the customer, especially on base systems, and
that the sound of the exhaust was clearly different to that of
the optional Sports system.

Using WaveBuild 3D for concept development
Using WaveBuild 3D, four ‘brainstorming’ concepts were explored for the
sports exhaust, without a single piece of hardware being manufactured.

Concept 1

muffler. If the flaps are open, the gas flows from the centre volume to
the left and right tailpipes. If they’re closed, it follows a split route to
the side muffler then centre muffler.

Alternative flow, where the exhaust is routed through the rear
muffler before the front mufflers, by wrapping the exhaust around
the engine. Clearly, this is an option not available to designers of
front-engine exhaust systems.

Concept 3

Concept 2

Concept 4

A Porsche GT3-derived system with flap positioned before the centre

A ‘snail’ system. The packaging in the 911 sometimes makes it
difficult to achieve a long enough tailpipe. This design uses flaps which
when closed significantly increase the tailpipe length.

A system derived from the 997 turbo.

SPORT EXHAUST CONCEPTS WB3D MODELS

SPORT EXHAUST CONCEPTS ORIFICE NOISE SIMULATION

1. Flow Cat > Side Silencer > Center Silencer 3. Snail Systems, long Tailpipe

1. Flow Cat > Side Silencer > Center Silencer

3. Snail Systems, long Tailpipe

•high 4.5th order at low speeds
•high 1.5th order at low speeds

•3rd order resonance, above target
•decreasing order level

2. 997 GT3 System, Flaps after Cat

4. 997 Turbo System, single big Silencer

•impressive Sound
•3rd order at low speeds above target

•appropriate Sound
•high 3rd order from 1500 rpm above target

2. 997 GT3 System, Flaps after Cat

4. 997 Turbo System, single big Silencer
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”Increasing the emotional appeal of this car was,
to a large extent, achieved through the acoustics”
Bernd Müller, Senior Engineer,
Porsche acoustics department
Separated – and combined – gas flow

The 3.4 litre system is to some extent a carry-over design
from the previous 997 3.6 litre, comprising a centre ‘premuffler’ with a baffle to separate left and right cylinder banks
and two main silencers each side. WaveBuild was used to
model the centre and side mufflers, including the design of
the general layout, duct lengths and diameters and the baffle
position. The 3.8 litre baseline exhaust model required a
different approach, with bypass pipes for the centre volume of
the muffler and flaps to achieve the necessary backpressure
reduction. With the flaps open, the volume of the exhaust note
increases but, because there is still a rigid baffle in the centre
of the muffler, the cylinder banks remain separated.
The sports exhaust system was the subject of some
considerable thought and a number of configurations were
investigated using WAVE. A common chamber mixing the left
and right cylinder bank flow would adversely affect torque at
low rev range, yet it is this mixing which yields an even more
characteristic flat-six sound. The solution was to split the premuffler into two separate volumes connected by a crossover
controlled by flaps. When the flaps are opened the cylinder
bank flows are combined, producing the characteristic sound.
The sports system is 5 kg lighter than the previous version and
is linked to a push-button control in the cabin so the sports
exhaust note is selectable at any time.

The Porsche
engineering team
(left to right) Dr.
Wolfgang Zücker,
senior engineer
CAE Gas Exchange,
Bernd Müller,
senior engineer,
gas exchange
acoustics, sports
car, and Dr.-Ing.
Ludwig Theilemann,
manager engineer,
CAE engine

Porsche engineers achieved all their goals for the three new
exhaust systems, and carefully engineered their aural qualities
without compromising strict engine performance and weight
guidelines. Using WAVE, it was possible to evaluate and take
decisions on a number of concepts without resorting to the
manufacture of unnecessary hardware. Most important of
all, concludes Müller, the aural emotions of the 911 have been
enhanced by sound engineering and with the help of WAVE.
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Ricardo News

RICARDO NEWS

Latest developments from around the global Ricardo organization

Motorcycles & Personal Transportation

New motorcycle facility
Ricardo’s already extensive capability in
motorcycle and personal transportation
has been further enhanced with
the commissioning of a brand new
motorcycle chassis dynamometer suite
at the company’s Schwäbisch Gmünd
Technical Centre in Southern Germany.
Motorcycle and small engine
projects are frequently characterized
by application-specific requirements.
Volumes of production in particular
can vary widely from niche applications
such as micro-UAV engines, through to
hand-held tool applications for which
the quantities produced can often vastly
exceed those of mainstream automotive
products. Despite these differences,
motorcycle and small engine projects
tend to share many of the stringent
design targets of larger power units
such as optimized fuel consumption,
NVH, regulated emissions, quality and, of
course, lifetime cost.
To further improve its service to
customers, the Ricardo centre of
excellence in motorcycles and small
engines at Schwäbisch Gmünd has
commissioned a brand new motorcycle
chassis dynamometer facility.
Equipped with a 190 kW AC motor, the
dynamometer is equipped with 900 mm
roller allowing a simulated inertial range
of 100-450 kg, and vehicle speeds of up

xxxxxxxx

to 350 km/h. It is also capable of being
configured for quad bikes as well as
two-wheelers. This rigorous and versatile
test facility builds upon the product
development resources already available
to customers at the Ricardo Schwäbisch
Gmünd Technical Centre.
“We are very pleased to be able to
announce this new investment in test and

development facilities,” commented the
head of the motorcycle and small engine
centre of excellence, Uwe Moser. “With
an increasingly comprehensive range of
state-of-the-art development facilities
such as the new motorcycle chassis
dynamometer we are capable of taking
on the toughest challenges in motorcycle
and small engine development.”

Clean Energy and Power Generation

Tidal energy device technology review
Following the announcement in May by the
Energy Technologies Institute of a project to
identify ways of providing a cost-effective
deployment of tidal stream technologies at
commercial scale in UK waters, it has been
announced that Ricardo is assisting project
leader Atlantis Resources Corporation
with mechanical and electrical engineering
technology reviews of the crucial power takeoff system.
The Energy Technologies Institute’s Tidal
Energy Converter (TEC) demonstrator

project is adopting a system and through-life
approach to identify, develop and prove the
best routes and supply-chain options for
commercially viable tidal stream technologies
that are deployable at an array scale. The
initial phase of the ETI-commissioned and
funded TEC project is focused on reviewing
the technology and design options for turbine
systems. It also aims to identify areas for
potential innovations that are capable of
reducing the cost of power generation using
tidal technologies.

Ricardo has been contracted by Atlantis to
collaborate in the design phase of the project,
supporting fellow contractor Lockheed
Martin. Key areas of work in which Ricardo
is involved include undertaking technology
and architecture identification for tidal
device power take-off systems; supporting
mechanical and electrical technology review
workshops; providing technology reports
and recommendations for the mechanical
and electrical systems, and providing input to
Atlantis’s array performance model.
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Clean Energy and Power Generation

Ricardo and Intelligent
Energy announce
partnership
Ricardo and Intelligent Energy have
announced that they are to work
together in applying their respective
expertise in advanced low carbon
vehicle engineering and fuel cell
power technology platforms. The new
partnership will provide customers with
a fully integrated design, engineering
and implementation capability for fuel
cell electric vehicles.
The two companies have a proven
track record of successful collaboration
in engineering and development
programmes and believe that their
combined capabilities will provide
significant synergies in the delivery
of successful fuel cell electric vehicle
projects. Intelligent Energy’s proprietary
fuel cell power technology platforms are
targeted at production automotive as
well as stationary power and consumer
electronics applications. These fuel
cell technologies will be the initial focus
of the collaboration between Ricardo
and Intelligent Energy, which remains
non-exclusive on either side but with
each partner regarding the other as a
preferred supplier.
“Ricardo is
actively engaged in
hybrid electric
and fuel cell
electric vehicle
programmes and
we are receiving
many
enquiries
in this area
from vehicle
manufacturers
around the
world,” explains
Mark Garrett,
Ricardo plc chief
operating officer.
“Having worked
successfully
with Intelligent
Energy on
many previous
projects, we look
forward to even closer
collaboration where this
meets the requirements of our
respective customers. While we will
each continue to work independently, I
believe that the combination of Ricardo

and Intelligent Energy’s capabilities will
provide an extremely attractive option
for fuel cell electric vehicle customers
looking to develop production oriented
solutions.”
“Intelligent Energy is a global
leader in fuel cell system design and
development,” said James Batchelor,
managing director of Intelligent Energy’s
Automotive Division. “Our cost-effective
and scalable systems and platforms
have already proved themselves across
our target market sectors and we are
increasingly asked to deploy our highefficiency, zero-emission powertrains
into vehicle and fleet trials ahead of
automotive market commercialization.
We look forward to combining our
technology development and fuel
cell systems integration expertise
with Ricardo’s world class product
innovation, engineering solutions, clean
technology and strategic consulting
capabilities”.

Intelligent Energy
30kW automotive
fuel cell system

Defence

Life extension concept
for Pinzgauer

Ricardo has launched a re-engineered version of
the popular Pinzgauer platform, delivering costeffective military capability and life extension. Two
levels of refurbishment are offered; the first based
on improvements aimed at extending operational
fleet life by between 10 and 15 years, while a more
comprehensive recapitalization service goes further in
providing increased performance and payload in what
is effectively a new vehicle.
“The Pinzgauer has been an extremely effective
vehicle with UK forces and many other military users
around the world,” said Peter Moore, Ricardo global
market sector director for defence. “However, existing
operational fleets are approaching the end of their
expected life and are considered uncompetitive with
new platforms in terms of performance and crew
protection. Using our in-depth engineering knowledge
and resources we believe that the Pinzgauer can be
effectively life-extended to provide a valuable and
cost-effective military capability.”
The Ricardo Pinzgauer refresh service provides
a menu of engineering enhancements that can be
fine tuned to individual requirements. These include
increased engine performance by 5-10 percent, an
upgraded alternator, driver ergonomics improvements
with increased cab size, new seats, repositioned
steering column and repositioned pedal box, increased
load bed capacity, and mechanical overhaul of the
suspension, chassis, engine, gearbox, driveline and
electric systems.
The more extensive Ricardo Pinzgauer
recapitalization menu options include replacement
of the powertrain with a current volume production
unit, increased on-board electrical power using an
APU from 120 to 270 A and/or an integrated starter
generator from 300 to 400 A, chassis and driveline
upgrades to increase payload capacity by 200
percent to 1500 kg, and improved blast and ballistic
protection.
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Agricultural and Industrial Vehicles

TaxiBot development proceeds
A major milestone in the development of the Taxibot
semi-autonomous aircraft taxiing system was marked at
the Farnborough International Air show where IAI signed a
memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Lufthansa for an
operational test series at Frankfurt airport.
Ricardo’s involvement in the development of IAI’s TaxiBot
concept dates from the very start of the engineering
programme for the first demonstration vehicle in 2008.
After an initial feasibility study, Ricardo developed a detailed
programme for IAI to take the concept to the level of a
working demonstrator vehicle with representative capability
in order to prove the concept. Ricardo’s involvement in this
work included initial requirements capture, conceptual
design and modelling, followed by detailed specification
design. The company’s engineers subsequently went on
to support IAI with the manufacture and demonstration
of the first TaxiBot demonstrator vehicle. According to IAI
the overall worldwide cost of aircraft taxiing is expected to
exceed $8.5 billion per year by 2020; TaxiBot-based taxiing
has the potential to reduce this to less than $3 billion per
year, with consequent reductions in carbon dioxide emissions
and reduced noise in the vicinity of airport ground operations.
“The TaxiBot programme is built on the joint effort,
collaboration and commitments of companies around
the world, including IAI, Airbus, TLD, Siemens, Lufthansa,
Ricardo and many others,” said Yehoshua (Shuki) Eldar, IAI’s

corporate VP, business development and subsidiaries. “This
wonderful co-operation has succeeded in transforming a
great idea into a major breakthrough which will change the
transportation of airplanes to the runway in airports, save vast
amounts of money and meet the new environmental goals.”
Since the first working demonstrator project, Ricardo
has continued to assist IAI with complex
vehicle
systemsglobal multi-industry engineering
Ricardo
is a leading
technology provision, involvement with
the critical
pilot
provider
of technology,
product innovation and
strategic
consulting.
steering and braking systems software
and force
control and
fatigue elimination systems development,
dynamic
system
With almost
a century
of innovation and automotive
modelling and hardware-in-the-loop
testing,
as
well
as Ricardo has been responsible for
heritage to its name,
providing general vehicle systems integration
assistance.
many breakthrough
technologies and products that have
Under the MoU announced between
IAI and Lufthansa,
transformed
the way we live today.
three prototype TaxiBot tractors will undergo intensive tests
Our courses are developed by our experts for anyone
commencing in 2013 with the Lufthansa Boeing 737 fleet in a
looking to enhance their own understanding. They are
typical operating environment at Frankfurt
The tests
designedAirport.
to transfer
professional and detailed knowledge
at a major international hub airport gained
will include
collection
fromthe
years
of experience. Past attendees range from
of extensive operating data, the optimization
entry-levelof
toground
director level, who are from OEMs, fuels and
processes from push-back to take-off
, and further
refinement
lubricants
companies
or suppliers to the automotive or
of the TaxiBot system prior to its future
series
production.
related
industries.
Ricardo will continue to support IAI with the development
of the TaxiBot, providing assistance in the development of the
narrow-body vehicle through to integration into production.
Discussions are also ongoing regarding potential Ricardo
support for the wide body vehicle.

Gain a thorough understanding of
the subject from the experts

Government

New US fuel economy regulations
Ricardo has been a major contributor of
technical knowledge and analytical research
to the United States Environmental Protection
Agency for the new fuel economy standards
announced in late August. In support of
the EPA’s endeavour, Ricardo developed an

advanced vehicle performance simulation tool
using numerical models that not only account
for today’s powertrain technologies but also
next-generation technologies that would be
production ready by 2025.
“Ricardo is one of very few organizations

globally that is capable of producing
informed and objective analysis at this level,”
commented John Kasab, Ricardo chief
engineer for the EPA project. “It is deeply
gratifying to see the results of our work
contributing to such a landmark result.”
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Ricardo Training and Seminars
Technical training by engineering experts

Gain a thorough
understanding of
the subject from the
experts
Ricardo is a leading global multiindustry engineering provider of
technology, product innovation
and strategic consulting.
With almost a century of innovation
and automotive heritage to
its name, Ricardo has been
responsible for many breakthrough
technologies and products that
have transformed the way we live
today.
Our courses are developed by
our experts for anyone looking to
enhance their own understanding.
They are designed to transfer
professional and detailed
knowledge gained from years of
experience. Past attendees range
from entry-level to director level,
who are from OEMs, fuels and
lubricants companies or suppliers to
the automotive or related industries.

For more information about our
current seminar programme or to
discuss individual company-specific
training requirement, please contact:
seminarinfo@ricardo.com

Seminar programme:
Automotive Transmissions
Fundamentals
14-15 November 2012
5-6 December 2012
A two-day seminar covering the
fundamentals of automotive
transmission technology. The
seminar will cover the main types of
automotive transmission and is aimed
at engineers who wish to gain a
broad understanding of transmission
technology, applications and future
trends.

Internal Combustion Engine
Fundamentals
16-17 October 2012
3-4 December 2012
Two one-day seminars covering the
fundamentals of gasoline and diesel
engine combustion and technology.
The seminars are aimed at engineers
and scientists who wish to gain a
broad based knowledge of engine
technology, and who wish to broaden
their understanding of engine
combustion, emissions and related
issues.

Introduction to Life Cycle
Assessment
21 November 2012
This one day course is ideal for
anyone who wants to understand
what Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA) is and learn the process for
conducting a LCA study. It will help

you understand how to interpret the
results from a LCA study and begin
to apply a life cycle philosophy when
you return to your organization.
The course includes a mixture of
case studies, lectures and practical
workshops all developed from the
Low Carbon Vehicle Technology
Project (LCVTP).

A.B., Oil company

Problem Solving Workshop
22 November 2012
This one day course is ideal for
anyone who wants to adapt a
structured approach to solving
problems. It will present Ricardo’s
seven step process, which will help
you see through the symptoms to
tackle the root cause, thus making
sure you implement the correct
solution. The course includes detailed
notes, tools and examples that you
can apply when you return back to
the workplace.

Introduction to Hybrids &
Batteries for Hybrids
28-29 November 2012
11-12 December 2012
A two-day seminar discussing recent
developments in battery technology
for hybrids, plug-ins and electric
vehicles. Covers the latest in electric
motive technology and an overview
of recent trends and advances in
battery pack technology, the key
enabler of the electrification of the
vehicle network.
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POWERTRAIN
DESIGN AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

State-of-the-art powertrain
simulation software
Developed by engineers for engineers, Ricardo Software is
fast becoming the first choice in powertrain simulation for
the world’s leading automakers

www.ricardo.com/software
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